3D ARCHERY RULES

-

One (1) Arrow for each Target
One foot touching the stake
Scoring is 15, 10, 5
Must break/cut line to get that score
Hang bow prior to checking the Target
If Arrow misses the Target no wandering behind the target looking for it!
Don’t shoot a target if you are not prepared or ok with the possibility of
losing arrow
No Crossbows
No Broadhead Arrows (field points only)
No Range Finders
No Binoculars
Adults have male and female categories. Youth is unisex - all as one group
Ties result in a shoot off at end of day at one target with one arrow and so on
until winner

ADULT 16+

YOUTH 15 & under

SAT

SAT

SUN

Winner
Winner
(50 gift card both)
(male/female)

SUN

Winner
Winner
(50 gift card-unisex)

NOVELTY/MONEY SHOOT
-

-

-

There will be two (2) Separate Pots for Archery and Crossbow
Pot starts at $100 the morning of each day (10 a.m.). Pot grows with
each shooter until dot gets hit. Arrow must tear or bend each sticker.
Range Officer has final say
Crossbows allowed, but only at Crossbow designated target
No Broadheads Arrows (Field point only)
Target at unknown distance
No Range Finders
No Binoculars
Crossbows and Archery will have two (2) seperate independent distances
and targets. Youths will have Youth line, age, 15 and under.
Arrows are one (1) for $5.00 or three (3) for $10.00, for Adults 16+ And
three (3) for $5.00 for youth.
Only Adults qualify to win money. Youths win a prize decided by PMWF.
If shooter hits the dot and is the only winner at the end of the day half of pot will
be paid out. If more than one person hits the dot at the end of day, 3 p.m., a shoot
off will take place between those contenders.
Inside Conselation Ring, qualifies for a chance to be put in a drawing at end of
day. Adult conselation prize for Saturday is one (1) gift card and Sunday is one
(1) gift card. Youth conselation is a prize determinded by PMWF. Conselation
prizes are determined by the day shot and end of day, 3 p.m.
Shootoff with one arrow at target determined by PMWF in event of tie, with
Closes to dot as winner. If both hit the dot again, another shootoff at a
distance determined by PMWF will take place using same rules, until winner
Is established.

